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TROSY pulse sequences for recording, e.g., H– N chemical
hift correlation spectra of proteins are designed to select only one
f four two-dimensional multiplet components. However, all of the
ariants published so far are prone to relaxation-induced artifacts
t the positions of two of the other multiplet components. This
rticle introduces modifications to the two spin-state-selective co-
erence transfer building blocks of the TROSY mixing sequence
esulting in a clean TROSY spectrum with the artifacts largely
uppressed. It works by having the new mixing sequence generate
eaks of opposite phase at the positions of the relaxation artifacts.
he clean TROSY pulse sequence is marginally shorter than the
riginal one and contains the same pulses. Experimental demon-
tration is presented for the 15N-labeled proteins RAP 17–97 (N-

terminal domain of a2-macroglobulin receptor associated protein)
and EQT, equinatoxin II, from the Mediterranean anemone Ac-
tinia equina. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: multidimensional NMR; clean TROSY; S3CT.

Recording heteronuclear correlation spectra of large m
cules at high magnetic fields without heteronuclear decou
can enhance both resolution and sensitivity (1) as has bee
demonstrated recently in terms of the so-called TROSY
proach applied to1H–15N (2) and 1H–13C (3) correlations in
proteins. One of four two-dimensional (2D) multiplet com
nents benefits from favorable subtractive interference bet
dipolar and chemical shift anisotropy relaxation mechan
causing a relatively long transverse relaxation time for
component while the other three peaks are broader (4).

The latter ones are of no value in heteronuclear chem
shift correlation spectra recorded without heteronuclear de
pling. Hence it was suggested that special pulse sequ
designed to suppress them be applied, thus resulting in s
with only the narrow peak (2). However, Ranceet al. (5) have
shown that these TROSY pulse sequences are prone to
ation-induced artifacts at the positions of the broader com
nents. Clearly, it is desirable to modify the TROSY pu
sequences to suppress these artifacts as they might in
with real TROSY peaks and lead to spectral ambiguities.
is the issue addressed in this paper and it will be shown

1 Presented in part at the Nordic NMR Symposium, Gothenburg, Sw
ugust 24–25, 1999.
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such modifications are indeed possible so that clean TR
spectra can be obtained.

The idea is to modify the two spin-state-selective coher
transfer (S3CT) building blocks (6, 7) of the TROSY mixing
sequence so as to compensate for the relaxation-induce
facts by coherently generating exactly the same artifact
with opposite phase. The same idea has been applied ea
another simpler problem of relaxation-induced artifacts in
fering with measurement ofJ coupling constants (8). The
modifications to the two S3CT elements shall be derived
analogy to an earlier improvement to the TROSY pulse
quence (7). But first the nomenclature of TROSY, an
TROSY, andF 1 or F 2 semi-TROSY peaks is defined in Fig.
The relaxation artifacts occur at the positions of the s
TROSY peaks (5).

Disregarding signs of frequencies, the echo and antiech
TROSY peaks in an15N–1H system occur as the high-fr
quency doublet component in the15N dimension and as th
low-frequency doublet component in the1H dimension. Hence
as the gyromagnetic ratios for15N and 1H are negative an
positive, respectively (i.e., positive and negative Larmor
quencies, respectively), and the1J coupling constant is neg
tive, the TROSY peak coordinates are (VN 2 pJ, VH 2 pJ)
in the echo and (2VN 1 pJ, VH 2 pJ) in the antiecho. Thu
the pertinent coherence transfers for the clean TROSY m
sequence are

I bS6 I 2Sb

I 2Sa [1a]

I aS6 I 2Sb, [1b]

where the solid line indicates the transfer for the des
TROSY peak whereas the dashed lines represent those le
to the semi-TROSY peaks. As shown in Ref. (7) two consec
utive S3CT elements yield the desired TROSY cohere
transfers, e.g., for the echo part:

I bS2O¡

pI yS
a

~1!
I 2S2O¡

pI aSy

~2!
I 2Sb. [2]n,
1090-7807/00 $35.00
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124 SCHULTE-HERBRÜGGEN AND SØRENSEN
But in order to open the other pathways in Eq. [1] it
necessary to let these two rotation angles deviate fromp and to
include small rotations on the respective other doublet tr
tions, i.e., those with the passive spin in theb state. In othe
words, the first and second S3CT elements are replaced by

pIpI yS
a 1 qIpI yS

b [3a]

nd

pSpI aSy 1 qSpI bSy, [3b]

espectively, where in the absence of the relaxation ef
I 5 pS 5 1 and qI 5 qS 5 0, i.e., as in Eq. [2]. Thes

rotations are illustrated in Fig. 2 and the resulting peak-in
sity patterns as they occur in15N–1H TROSY are shown in Fig
3. The intensities can be derived from the diagrams in F
and the following two transformation formulas for sing
transition operators

e2iCI y
s,t

I r ,s
6 eiCI y

s,t

5 I r ,s
6 cos

C

2
1 I r ,t

6 sin
C

2
[4a]

e2iCI y
r ,t

I r ,s
6 eiCI y

r ,t

5 I r ,s
6 cos

C

2
1 I t,s

6 sin
C

2
, [4b]

here indicesr , s, andt refer to three different energy leve
For the conversion of the two modified S3CT rotations into

pulse sequences it is convenient to introduce new variab

FIG. 1. Schematic15N–1H TROSY multiplet pattern (antiecho). The d-
ired component, dubbed “TROSY peak,” is marked with a T, wherea
rtifacts comprise the two “semi-TROSY peaks” inF 1 (sT1) and F 2 (sT2),
espectively, as well as the so-called “anti-TROSY peak” labeled aT. I
ncompensated original TROSY experiment, the semi-TROSY peaks a

rom different single- versus multiple-quantum relaxation rates (5) have op
osite phase of the TROSY peak while the anti-TROSY peak is most ofte
isible due to much lower amplitude and fast decay.
i-

ts

n-

2

:

f I 5 ~ pI 1 qI!p/ 2 [5a]

fS 5 ~ pS 1 qS!p/ 2 [5b]

u I 5 ~ pI 2 qI!p/ 2 [5c]

uS 5 ~ pS 2 qS!p/ 2. [5d]

Hence the combined propagator of Eq. [3] can be rearra
according to

eifI I yeiuI2I ySzeiuS2I zSyeifSSy

5 e2ipI zeipI zeifI I ye2i ~p/ 2!I xe2i ~uI/ 2!2I zSzeip~I y1Sy!e2ip~I y1Sy!

3 e2i ~uI/ 2!2I zSzeip~I y1Sy!e2i ~p/ 2!I xei ~p/ 2!Sxe2ip~I y1Sy!

3 e2i ~uS/ 2!2I zSzeip~I y1Sy!e2ip~I y1Sy!e2i ~uS/ 2!2I zSz

3 ei ~p/ 2!SxeifSSye2ipI zeipI z

5 e2i ~p1fI!I z$eifI I zei ~p/ 2!I xe2ifI I z%e2i ~uI/ 2!2I zSzeip~2I y1Sy!

3 e2i ~uI/ 2!2I zSzei ~p/ 2!I xei ~p/ 2!Sxe2i ~uS/ 2!2I zSzeip~I y2Sy!

3 e2i ~uS/ 2!2I zSz$e2ifSSzei ~p/ 2!SxeifSSz%e2ifSSzeipI z, [6]

here thez rotations outside the braces in the final expres
an be omitted as they have no influence on the spectrum
he propagators in the two braces representp/2 pulses on
phase2f I) and S (phasefS), respectively. The negative sig

on the angles in the terms with 2I zSz are prepared for the fa
that J is negative for15N–1H systems.

However, before converting Eq. [6] to an actual pulse
quence it is necessary to pay attention to the jungle of sig
NMR (9). Levitt has pointed out that current NMR instrume
do not distinguish between spins with positive and neg
gyromagnetic ratios when RF pulses are phase shifted an
this must be considered in the spin dynamics (9). The conse
quence is that theg-sensitive phase shifts on15N and 1H
channels of current NMR spectrometers are in opposite
(9). This means that one of the phasesf I or fS must be
inverted. Which one it is depends on the sense of the actu
phase shifts on the instruments and that is opposite on V
and Bruker spectrometers. In order not to make this a pro
in practical applications we introduce new phasesw I and wS

instead of2f I andfS and implement the pulse sequence
outlined in Fig. 4a. Furthermore, for the applications in m
the results are insensitive top phase shifts ofp pulses.

As is obvious in Fig. 2 the other coherence transfers in
[1] starting with I bS1 and I aS1 amount to permutation ofpI

with qI andpS with qS, or in other words sign inversion ofu I

anduS. Hence, due to the equality

eifI I ye2iuI2I ySze2iuS2I zSyeifSSy

5 e2ip~I z1Sz!e2ifI I yeiuI2I ySzeiuS2I zSye2ifSSyeip~I z1Sz!, [7]
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125CLEAN TROSY
FIG. 2. Coherence transfer processes needed for clean TROSY. In an idealized uncompensated TROSY mixing process (corresponding topI 5 pS 5 1, qI 5 qS 5
0) two consecutive spin-state-selectivep rotations (7) take the coherenceIbS2 (or IbS1) to I2Sb thus giving rise to a single multiplet component—the TROSY peak (
wavy lines)—in the 2D IS multiplet (cf., Fig. 1). Semi-TROSY peaks (dashed lines) can be generated with well-controllable amplitudes (given in Fig. 3for 15N–1H
TROSY) if the spin-state-selectivity is lifted, i.e., whenqI or qS differ from zero. Anti-TROSY peaks (dotted lines) have negligible intensity.
Fig.
cho are f
r

FIG. 3. Intensities of the multiplet components in a generalized15N–1H TROSY spectrum allowing for all the spin-state-selective rotations shown in
. The negative signs in brackets reflect the antiphase character of the preparation sequence and not the TROSY mixing sequence. Antiecho and eramed

n bold in (a) and (b), respectively. The intensity expressions are abbreviated sI
6sS

6 5 2 1
4 {sin u I 6 sin w I}{sin uS 6 sin wS}. For example, the intensity fo

the TROSY peaks is easily calculated from Eq. [4]: sin(pIp/ 2)cos(qIp/ 2) 3 sin(pSp/ 2)cos(qSp/ 2), which can be rearranged according to Eq. [5].
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126 SCHULTE-HERBRÜGGEN AND SØRENSEN
it follows that the corresponding pulse sequence can be
ized as the one for the transfers starting fromI bS2 andI aS2 by
inverting the signs off I andfS or equivalently ofw I andwS.
Alternatively,p can be added to these two phases (vide i
Eq. [8]).

The relaxation-inducedF 1 and F 2 semi-TROSY artifact
occur with opposite phase to the TROSY peak (5), so the
compensating coherence transfers must generate peaks
same phase as the TROSY peak. Hence according to Fig
equations relevant for the problem read

fTROSY 5 1
4 $sin u I 1 sin f I%$sin uS 1 sin fS% [8a]

f1 5 2 1
4 $sin u I 2 sin f I%$sin uS 1 sin fS% [8b]

f2 5 1
4 $sin u I 1 sin f I%$sin uS 2 sin fS%, [8c]

where the TROSY peak intensity is to be maximized subje
the boundary conditions that semi-TROSY peaks of intens
f 1 andf 2, respectively, must be generated. The negative si

FIG. 4. Clean TROSY pulse sequences without (a) and with S3E filter (b
DwS, and gradient ratios (G1:G2:G3) 5 (27:3:1.987) select the echo, wher
antiecho. On Varian instruments thew I andwS phases must be inverted. In
instruments, respectively. The prefix6 to pulse phases indicates independ
tS 5 (2JNH)21 andt I 5 (2JNH)21 2 Dt I . The uncompensated TROSY ex
hown in (b) eliminatesF 1 semi-TROSY artifacts by the preparation sequ
he first of the two G1 gradients.
al-

a,

the
the

to
s
in

Eq. [8b] arises from thep phase shift of the associated coh
ence after the initial INEPT (antiphase) transfer. The solu
for the usual case off 1 . f 2 (5) is

f I 5 uS 5 p/ 2 [9a]

sin u I 5 Î~ f1 2 f2!
2 2 2~ f1 1 f2! 1 1 2 ~ f1 2 f2! [9b]

sin fS 5 Î~ f1 2 f2!
2 2 2~ f1 1 f2! 1 1 1 ~ f1 2 f2! [9c]

fTROSY 5 1
2 $1 2 ~ f1 1 f2!

1Î~ f1 2 f2!
2 2 2~ f1 1 f2! 1 1%. [9d]

ote that the above equations do not consider possible
omitant amplitude changes in the multiplet compon
aused by relaxation changes in the modified pulse sequ
A typical example resulting in clean TROSY spectra isf 1 5

.05 andf 2 5 0.01 requiring u I 5 648 and fS 5 788; this
eads tofTROSY 5 0.94, i.e., a modest 6% sensitivity penalty
suppression of the relaxation-induced artifacts. In practice

or 15N–1H correlation on Bruker instruments, phasesw I 5 2y, wS 5 2y 2
the settingw I 5 y, wS 5 y 2 DwS, and (G1:G2:G3) 5 (28:2:3.013) selects th
er to include the native15N magnetization,x is y and2y on Bruker and Varia

hase shift two-step cycles with alternating receiver phase. The delays at 5
iment employsDwS 5 Dt I 5 0. The clean TROSY sequence with the S3E filter
e. Phase cycling and gradient settings are the same as in (a) except fo
). F
eas
ord
entp p
per
enc
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127CLEAN TROSY
have noticed the opposite, namely a slight, sensitivity enha
ment due to the shorter delay in the first S3CT element of th
TROSY mixing sequence.

The key experimental parameters can be written

t I 5
1

pJ
sin21$Î~ f1 2 f2!

2 2 2~ f1 1 f2! 1 1

2~ f1 2 f2!% [10a]

DwS 5
p

2
2 sin21$Î~ f1 2 f2!

2 2 2~ f1 1 f2! 1 1

1~ f1 2 f2!%. [10b]

Given that theoretical relaxation calculations cannot be
pected to be sufficiently accurate to establish the exactu I and
fS to use for a new protein they are likely to be set empiric
based on experience with similar proteins. Clearly, thef 1 and
f 2 values required might not be exactly the same for all sit
the protein but for practical use there is a simple rule of
thumb: Given a65% variation in the1JNH coupling constant
the clean TROSY experiment of Fig. 4aalways reduces th

FIG. 5. 15N–1H clean TROSY of the15N-labeleda2-macroglobulin asso
pulse sequence in Fig. 4a on a Bruker DRX 600-MHz spectrometer. The
artifacts of the conventional TROSY spectrum, i.e., recorded with the pu
JNH 5 99 Hz for the tryptophan indoles) andw I 5 wS 5 6y in the antiecho
parameterst 5 tS 5 (2JNH)21 5 5.05 ms andt I 5 3.37 ms(i.e., u I 5 pJ
108) for antiecho/echo selection. (d) presents a clean TROSY spectrum
tF 5 2.24 ms andwF 5 508. The other parameters aret I 5 tS 5 (2JNH)21

echo and 512 antiecho increments int 1 and 2048 data points int 2 in the co
(centered at the water resonance) and 50 ppm inF 1. Zero-filling to 8k (t 2) by
shown while apodization employed a cos2 window function shifted by

ater-selectivep/2 pulses of 750-ms duration.
e-

x-

y

in
e

size of the semi-TROSY artifacts in cross peaks where
artifact amplitudes exceed 50% of thef 1 and f 2 values chose
for the pulse sequence. Should there be a larger deviation
artifact amplitudes, the experiment in Fig. 4b provides an
remedy if a slightly longer pulse sequence is acceptab
eliminates theF 1 semi-TROSY artifacts by not exciting the
by the preparation sequence using a modified S3E elemen
(8, 10–12). Then theF 2 semi-TROSY artifacts can either
ignored because they are very small (5) or the phasewS can be

djusted to suppress them.
Two different proteins were chosen for experimental d

nstration, 15N-labeled RAP 17–97 (N-terminal domain
a2-macroglobulin receptor associated protein) (13) and the

0-kDa equinatoxin II (EQT) from the Mediterranean anem
ctinia equina(14).
First, Fig. 5a shows an overview of the15N–1H correlation in

RAP taken with the clean TROSY sequence of Fig. 4a.
framed region from different spectra is expanded in the fig
Fig. 5b is from the conventional uncompensated TROSY s
trum exhibiting semi-TROSY artifacts; 5c and 5d are c
TROSY spectra recorded with the sequences in Figs. 4
4b, respectively. It is evident from the sections shown tha

ted protein (RAP 17-97; 90%/10% H2O/D2O, 300 K, pH 6.4) recorded with th
shed region in the overview (a) is expanded: (b) shows the prominent s
sequence of Fig. 4a with the parameterst 5 t I 5 tS 5 (2JNH)21 5 5.05 ms (with

ho selection. The clean TROSY spectrum shown in (c) was obtained u

I 5 608 or Du I 5 308) andw I 5 6y andwS 5 808, 21008 (i.e., DwS 5
orded with the sequence of Fig. 4b with the S3E-type filter prior tot 1 and the settin

I 5 6y andwS 5 808, 21008. In all cases 8 scans were recorded with
entional alternating antiecho/echo mode. Spectral widths were 15 ppmF 2

(t 1) data points prior to strip transformation was done for the spectral re
in both dimensions. Finally, the Watergate elements employed G
cia
da

lse
/ec

NHt
rec
, w
nv
4k
18°
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128 SCHULTE-HERBRÜGGEN AND SØRENSEN
undesired semi-TROSY artifacts are well suppressed in
clean TROSY spectra.

Figure 6a presents an overview of the correlation in

FIG. 6. 15N–1H clean TROSY spectra of the 20-kDa equinatoxin from
Mediterranean anemoneActinia equina(90%/10% H2O/D2O, 300 K) recorde
on a Bruker DRX 600. The dashed region in the overview (a) is expand
the subsequent panels: (b) conventional TROSY spectrum, i.e., usin
sequence of Fig. 4a with the parameterst 5 t I 5 tS 5 (2JNH)21 5 5.21 ms
andw I 5 wS 5 6y in the antiecho/echo selection. Here theF 1 semi-TROSY
peaks are clearly visible (see arrows) while theF 2 ones are not. The cle
TROSY spectrum in (c) was recorded with the settingt 5 tS 5 (2JNH)21 5

.21 ms,t I 5 3.47 ms(corresponding tou I 5 pJNHt I 5 608 for JNH 5 96
z) andw I 5 6y andwS 5 868, 2948 for antiecho/echo. (d) shows the cle
ROSY spectrum recorded with the sequence of Fig. 4b employin
arameterstF 5 2.31 ms andwF 5 508. The other ones aret I 5 tS 5

(2JNH)21 5 5.21 ms,w I 5 6y, andwS 5 868, 2948. In all cases 32 sca
ere recorded with 256 echo and antiecho increments int 1 and 2048 dat

points in t 2 in the conventional alternating antiecho/echo mode. Spe
widths are 15 ppm inF 2 (on-resonance for water) and 50 ppm inF 1.
Zero-filling to 8k (t 2) by 4k (t 1) data points prior to strip transformation w

one for the spectral regions shown while apodization employed a2

window function shifted by 18° in both dimensions. Gaussian water-sele
p/2 pulses of 750-ms duration were used in the Watergate element.
he

e

20-kDa protein EQT using clean TROSY. In the expansion
the region indicated, the conventional TROSY spectrum
sented in Fig. 6b exhibitsF 1 semi-TROSY artifacts, whil
none are visible inF 2. Clearly, the clean TROSY experime
(Fig. 6c) suppresses the semi-TROSY artifacts, as doe
clean TROSY variant applying the S3E filter (Fig. 6d).

In conclusion, clean TROSY experiments have been de
to eliminate the undesired multiplet components (s
TROSY peaks) occurring in conventional TROSY spec
Two parameters in the two spin-state-selective coher
transfer elements of the TROSY mixing sequence ca
adjusted to different sizes of the artifacts. Alternatively, a c
TROSY variant with an additional S3E filter prior to t 1 can be
used for cases where the artifacts inF 1 or the effective cou-
pling constants including scalar and residual dipolar cont
tions vary strongly.

Note added in proof. M. H. Levitt and O. G. Johannesen,J. Magn. Reson.
42, 190–194 (2000), indicate a further reason for spectrometer-depe
igns of phase shifts.
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